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Close the bung 
before applying 
the pouch.

For a more discreet 
look the bung can be 
tucked up and held in 
place by the split  
in fabric.

Fold your pouch in half, 
line up bottom edge of 
the hole to the bottom 
edge of the stoma  
and press lower half  
of pouch into place.  

Point the bung 
towards the toilet 
bowl and slowly 
release the  
silicone outlet.

If using a cut-to-fit pouch, 
cut the hole in the baseplate 
so it fits the size of your 
stoma, leaving a 1-2mm 
clearance. Remove the 
protective backing from  
the baseplate, exposing  
the adhesive part.

Unplug the bung 
while pinching the 
silicone outlet to 
stop urine flow.

Fold the top over the  
stoma and press adhesive 
to the skin. Use your hands 
to warm the pouch to your 
skin for about 30 seconds, 
this will help initial adhesion.

Once emptied, reinsert 
plug into bung and 
tuck it up into the split 
in the fabric as shown 
in step 5.
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POUCH EMPTYING
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Instructions for use 
Urostomy for Aurum Flat, Convex and Profile pouches

1  
Piece



Remove plastic tube  
from tip of night 
drainage bag.  
Do not discard. 

Unplug urostomy 
bung.

Insert end of night 
drainage bag into 
open bung of pouch, 
ensuring it is pushed  
in well and is secure.

NIGHT DRAINAGE BAG

Starting at the top of the pouch, gently 
peel the top edge away from the skin, 
supporting the skin with the other hand. 
Peel the pouch downwards, away from 
the skin. The use of a medical adhesive 
remover product is highly recommended.

Empty bag into  
toilet by turning  
outlet tap down. 

Replace plastic  
tubing over tip of  
night drainage bag.

Rinse bag with tap 
water. Hang to dry. 

EMPTYING & CLEANING NIGHT DRAINAGE BAG
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WELLAND NIGHT  
DRAINAGE BAG

Welland’s Easiflo™  
night drainage ensures  
a continuous flow even if  
the urostomy bag twists  
or kinks during the night.

Aurum Profile is  
most suitable for  
an ostomate with  
a hernia, curves  
or creases.
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